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Student Body, Class Officers, Council
To Be Chosen In Election Thursday
"DIG IN"- White mtmbm ol PI Kappa Alpha fraternity look ae. the sorority
pte eaters aobbte their cherry pies. Winner ol the nan'i division wm Gloria
Shelley. Chi Omega, and men's division champ was Hunter Harass. Phi Kappa
Tan. (See story on page 4.)

Trustees OK Fee Raise
To Offset Budget Deficit
Faced with a cut of more than $1.5 million from the University's budget request for 1961-62, University Trustees Saturday authorized a fee increase of $25 a semester for fulltime and summer students.
The nonresident fee also was
increased $25 a semester.
The fee increases will

be-

come effective Sept. 1. Cost to

a semester for a full-time outofstato student. Fees for each term
of the summer session will be $75.
Part-time students will pay $25 a
semester hour.
Two alternatives to fee raising
—reducing the on-campus enrollment or reducing drastically the
quality of the University's educational services by dropping faculty members and reducing salaries—would produce "grave injury to the state and the nation
as well as to the thousands of students who desire to enroll in Howling Green State University," President Ralph W. McDonald told
the Board.
President McDonald pointed out
that the average state tax support of 14 comparable institutions
in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and
Wisconsin in 11)59-60 was $1,390
per full-time equivalent student.
Rut state tax appropriations to
the five state universities of Ohio
averaged only $764.
He said thut, while the anticipated state tax support for next year
will be substantially above the
support in
1960-81, the rapid
(Continued on page 2)
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Washington
(U PI)—Secretary
of State Dean Rusk says U.S.
forces will remain in Berlin indefinitely and the world must understand that the American government is determined to protect
the city and its inhabitants.

Crooks

Student body officers and representatives, class officers,
and directors-at-large of the Union for the 1961-62 school
year will be chosen at an all-campus election Thursday.

\

Gllmof«

1

Rusk indicated that U.S. forces
might be pulled out when there is
a general settlement of the problem of a divided Germany.
He told a news conference that
solution of the German question
is going to take time. He Was unwilling at this point to make any
guess ss to when U.S. and allied
forces in the Red-encircled city
might be reduced or removed.

Voting booths will be in Rodgers Quadrangle, Founders
Quadrangle, the Administration Bldg., and the lobby of the
Union, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Students must present ID cards
to vote.
Thirty students are in comu*i
.
.u
.„
, ..
,
petition for the 13 elective posltions in the Student Body organization.
4 Running For Prssldsnl

Tlbblts

McNaraara

David S. Crooks, Gregory L.
Gilmore,
Joe
McNamara,
and
Clark D. Tibbits are running for
president of Student Body. The
candidate with the second highest
vote total will become Student
Body vice president.
Secretary candidates are Barbara L. Downey and Wanda J.
Horlocker.

Student Court To Begin Hearing Contempt Cases
Effective immediately, Stu-

a full-time student then will
be $200 a semester, and $375

Secretary Of State
Says U.S. Forces
Will Stay In Berlin

dent Court will exercise its inherent power to charge with
contempt
willfully
or

any

student

violates

subpoena

any

issued

who
order

by

the

court.
Conviction on contempt
charges will carry a fine of $5 to
$25.
In the past, many students who

have been requested to appear in
Student Court for violation of University regulations have ignored
the subpoena, apparently thinking no action would be taken againat them. The previous procedure used in dealing with these
students was to refer their names
to the assistant dean of students
with a request that disciplinary
action be taken against them, even
to the extent that they be dis-

Soviet Scientists Don V Agree
On When Man Goes Into Space
Moscow (UPI) — Two Soviet
flcientista dashed last week over
whether
Russia's newest space
triumph of returning a dog safely
from space has removed a key
obstacle from man making a similar trip soon.
The exchange by the two scientists, pressing to get a Russian
into space before the United
States, are not unanimous in how
close they actually arc to this
feat.
Tass quoted Prof. Vasili Purin
of the Soviet Academy of Medical Sciences: "Already we can

presume

that

weightlessness

is

no danger to manned space flight."
But the agency also quoted the
Institute of Experimental Biology's
Prof. Ivan Miasky: "Scientists are
not yet unanimous in their conclusions on the effect of weightlessness on living organisms."
Soviet leaders have declared repeatedly that the Soviet Union
will not risk a human life in the
conquest of space and no astronaut will be put into orbit until he
lias a 100 per cent chance of surviving.

missed from the University. This
meant extra work for both the
Student Court and the assistant
dean of students.
Tho new "Contempt of Court"
rule make it unnecessary to turn
the student's name in, since the
court has been given complete authority by President Ralph W. McDonald and the University Board
of Trustees to impose penalties for
this offense.
It is hoped that this new ruling
will impress upon the students
that the Student Court is not a
mere figurehead, but a competent
student organization whoso authority should be respected, court
members said.
The . following is the complete
rule Bf 4» appears in the Student
Court Rules of Procedure:
Rute XI—Contempt of Court: Tho Student
C ruri has iiih.ranl authority to Itssss
penalties for contempt of Court, Contempt
of court citations will bo Issued. pro-

celled, and adjudicated undor tho proceduree outllnod herein.
(a) Ads constituting contempt of court.
Tho following acts and conducts on tho
part of a studont snail coiutltuto contempts
of court;
I. Dteobodlonco of. or roslstanco to. a
lawful writ, process, ordor. rute. ludgm.nl
or command of tho Stud.nl Court. Including ths willful non payment of a flno IsBpoied hr ths Studsnt Court.
t. A faUuro to obey a subposna duly
■erred or a refusal to bo sworn or to
nn.w.r ae a witness when lawfully reque.ted.
3. Use o| contemptuous languags toward
the Student Court In
the prosonco of
tho Studsnt Court, or any Jutltce thereof.
4. FaUuro to refrain from excessive noise
In or around the Court Room which Is
delaying or Interfering with the procedures of Student Court.
5. Fraudulent Interference with the files
or records of the Student Court or of ths
Clerk thereof.
lb) Notice of Citation. Excepting those
offonsee commuted In the presence of the
Student Court all persons charged with
contempt of court ehall bo served with
a personal notice thereof by a mossbsf
of ths University Polios Department. This
nolle shall inform him of his hearing
date, and shall ■pedflcally enumerate the
contempt charge against ths accused, in
ths cento of contempts occurring In tho
presence of the Student Court, the accused
(Continued on page 2)

Wage Bill Approved
Washington (UPI)—The House
Education and Labor Committee
has approved a bill to boost the
federal minimum wage, over a 28month period, from $1 to $1.25 an
hour in a two-step plan.

The committee voted 19-12 for
the measure, which also would extend new wage-hour law coverage
to 4,311,000 workers, mostly in big
chain retail establishments.
The bill, a revised version of one

Pozar Selected BGSLTs 'Best Dressed Girl'
Arlene M. Pozar was selected from among five finalists
to represent Bowling Green
State University in Glamour
magazine's "10 Best Dressed
College Girls in America"
Contest, March 9 in the Carnation
Room.
A junior. Miss Pozar represented Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority. She was presented the winner's trophy by Ann Scherry, assistant managing editor of the
B-G News, who served as mistress
of ceremonies.

skirt, with the bodice in blue and
white satin striped organza over
white taffeta. Pale blue pearl and
crystal jewelry, satin pumps, and
white gloves completed her ensemble.
Three pictures of Miss Poster—
wearing an on campus outfit, a day
time off-campus outfit, and a cocktail dress—will be submitted to
Glamour magaiine. In Ihe national
contest MISS Po^ar will bo competing with women chosen at mors
than 300 collages and universities
In tho United Slates. From those,
ISO "10 Best brssssd College Girls

in America" will be selected. Tho
prises include a Iwo week all sx
penses paid visit to New York, and
national re-ognlUon for tho women
and their colleges In ihe August
Issue of Glamcur.
Entertainment was provided by
Barbara

E.

Burrows and

Terry

L. Curran in a calypso routine entitled "Straw Hat"; Robert J. Sealander in a comic routine while
playing a theme from the "Warsaw Concerto" on the piano; songs
by the Phi Mu and Phi Kappa Psi
barbershop quartets; and Carol J.
Bragg and Gwendolyn P. Holt in

a comical skit about "Matilda and
the Lamb."
The organ music was provided
by Richard M. Leichtamer.
Judges for the contest were Mrs.
Leroy Rork, buyer for the Style
Center; Max Graeber, owner of
Max Graeber's Style Store for
Men and Women; Miss Alice P.
Schocke, assistant professor of
home economics; Donald J. Brenner, B-G News director; Dr. John
E. Gee, dean of the College of
Education; Miss Jackie Gribbons,
assistant dean of women; and Fredric T. Stumpo, vice president of
the Student Body.

"I still cant boUevs It" said
Miss Poiar excitedly after the show.
And excited she was. In fact ska
left Ihe purse that marched her lari
oultll at the sorority house.
The four runners-up were Nancy L. Anderson, Delta Gamma;
Eileen A. Tambellini, Treadway
Hall; Judith A. Sedler, Lowry
Hall; and Judith G. Snodgrass,
Gamma Phi Beta. These women
were the finalists from two previous eliminating contests. Eighteen women, representing all women's housing units on campus, were
entered in the contest.

The committee bill will increase
minimum wages to $1.15 four
months after the law is passed
and to $1.25 two years later. This
increase to $1.15 an hour would
raise wages for about 2.7 million
persons. The rest of the 24 million
workers now under the law earn
$1.15 or more.
Newly covered workers would be
moved gradually to the $1.26 level.
They would gradually be brought
under the coverage of the law's
requirement for overtime pay for
more than 40 hours work in a
week.
The new coverage would apply
only to employees of firms with
$1 million or more of gross sales
per year. The committee also added
an exemption for chains with fewer
than 16 outlets which individually
gross less than $250,000 a year.

Hurry-Up Headlines

ning for the 12 class offices. Seventy-one originally were nominated for these positions.
Class Officer Candidates
The following names will appear on the ballot for class offices:
Senior class president — Lynn
D. Yackee, Patrick H. Rossclli,
Tod J. Butler, and Dolores A. Ste
fan.
Senior vice president — Robert
A. Heckman, Arch E. Tunnell,
Judy L. Perry, William L. Schwemer, Richard I,. Breitbart, Raymond J. McGuire, and Donna L.
Shaffer.
Senior secretary — Kay A. Rider, Cecilia M. Kaminski, and Sibyl
G. Preuninger.
Senior treasurer — Robert P.
Benjamin, Barbara J. Lopacki,
Joan S. Wadsworth, and Patricia
A. Locker.
Junior president — Robert W.
Pike and Glenn E. Meikle.

Council Adopts
New Voting Rule
Student Council passed a rule
at Its mooting March 9 that It
hopes will be a deterrent to students casting more than ono ballot
in any all-campus election.
Violation of this voting rule,
which become a part of Studont
Council Bill No. 3. wlU mult In
a fine of not loss than 11 nor more
than 110 for each offense.
This addition, which falls undor
tho Qualifications for Voting section of tho bill, will be la effect
for tho all-campus election o| class
officers and Studont Body officers
Thursday.
This provision was necessary be
cans* there had boon no statomont
of policy concerning a penally for
voting more than once In an allcampus election.
Thomas I. Karle. a lunlor In tho
College of Education, was appointed to tho Studont Communications
Board after being approved by tho
Council.
Junior vice president — Larry
S. Scherzer, John A. Klrby, Betty J. Barrett, and Ireta J. Meyers.
Junior secretary — Carol L.
Leppich, Judith G. Snodgrass, Marcia L. Ohly, Pat A. Lewickl, Elizabeth A. Hoon, and Joy A. McKitrlck.
Junior treasurer — Roberta J.
Gibson, Linda R. Goist, Marlyn
J. Gelo, and Jerry P. Gaffney.
Sophomore president — William
L. Ommert, Barry Ed Weaver,
Worth E. Howard, and Richard L.
Counsellor.
Sophomore vice president — David L. Searfoss, William E. Calhoun, James R. Jacobs, Dennis S.
McGurer, and John A. Lennaraon.
Sophomore secretary — David
L. Odom and Garry H. Coulter.
Sophomore treasurer — James
M. Keener, Gordon T. Morris Jr.,
and Bonnie A. Gawronskl.
Two directors-at-large of the
Union will be elected from the
following:
(Continued on page 2)

UPI

Economy Is Recovering—Hodges
PARIS—French officials were
reported increasingly optimistic
yesterday that direct peace negotiations with tho Algerian Moslem
rebels would get starte this week.
Rebel leaders began a week-long
meeting in Tunis yesterday to
study latest French peace efforts,
including a reported offer to consider the rebels' claim to sovereignty over the Sahara Desert.

Selection was bassd an good
posture, well kspl hail. Imagination
In managing a clothes budget, an
appropriate campus look, indlvtdu
ality. and good grooming.
In the contest, Miss Pozar modeled a bandstand skirt of navy
and white wool with a navy blazer,
oxford cloth shirt, navy knee socks,
and brown loafers for her oncampus outfit.
Following this, she modeled a
daytime off-campus outfit. It consisted of a suit with a navy skirt
and a hourtd**ooth,rhccked jacket
of navy and white with red piping,
red clutch bag, white gloves, and
navy calf pumps.
She made her final appearance
In A White shirtwaist with a sheath

of President Kennedy's 16 priority
legislative requests, was expected
to go to the House Rules Committee early this week. With early
action by that unit, it was expected
to go to the floor before the end of
the week.

Treasurer candidates are J. Daj)d "l"**' D,vid L' C'y*0"- «"<•
Donald R. Tredway.
Forty-eight student* are run-

LONDON — Britain charged
yesterday that a spy ring of five
persons, headed by a Russian posing as a Canadian citizen, stole
vital naval secrets and transmitted them to Moscow from the
cellar of a shabby surburban bungalow.
POISE PLUS— Arlene Posor. M's 1M1 Best Dressed
Girl, (center) poses with tho other four flsvansto In tho
contest: (left to right) lady Sedler. Lowry; Nancy Anctersoa,

Delia Gamma; Tlloon Tambolnnl. Treadway; and Judy
fsuiidams, flimin Phi leva. Miss Poser ispissesited
Alpha Gamma Doha. (Boo page 4 fee additional picture.)

NEW YORK—Fred Taylor of
Ohio State, whose Buckeyes were

a special target for every one of
their opponents this season, has
been named the college basketball
"coach of the year" for 1961 by
United Press International.
VIENTIANE, LAOS—Most of
the government forces defeated at
the Sala Phou Khoun Road junction have fallen back to defend
the royal capital of the Luang
Prabang from an expected communist attack, U.S. military observers reported yesterday.
WASH INGTON,
D.C. — Commerce Secretary Luther M. Hodges
says the recession has "hit the
bottom" and the economy is recovering but that President Kennedy's anti-recession program still
is needed.
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Orientation Applications Due Friday

The Scene

"Applications for student orientation leaders must be
returned to the Orientation Board office in Gate Theatre by
Friday," Robert J. Reid has announced.
Reid is acting chairman of the Orientation Board, which
recently began its campaign to recruit orientation leaders for
next fall.
"Any student who mixes
well, likes Bowling Green, and
has » knowledge of campus activities or a willingness to learn
of them is qualified to apply for
a leadership position with the
board," said Reid. Students with
2.25 minimum accumulative grade
averages will be considered first.
Leaders are required to return
to campus two days earlier than
upperclass students in the fall.
The orientation program will begin at 9 a.m. Sept. 11.
Application blanks may be obtained this week in residence hall
offices, from Greek organization
presidents, and from the Union
Activities office.

Official
Announcements
Anyone knteretled in acting as a
master of ceremonies lor the Carnation
Room on Friday and Saturday nights
should contact Wendy L Blakeley at
the Union Activities Organisation eWce.
Frsshsiea are now eligible lo apply
lor membership In the Society for the
Advancement ol Management announc
ed Clarence E. Streeler. president o|
SAM. Applications any be obtained
at the buiinett administration department office. 211 Hayes.

•kali bo advised by m* Chlet lattice el
kit bong ee shouts, and ol the date at
hi. convhlch a hearing will be bold
. rUarinf. At *• co
■Ft*
3TV
ftudsat Court .hall hoot any

irinc In*

rnHnoir which th* omMd
offers. A flndUf of guilty of contea.pl
of court cannot bo ba**d upon ■ m*r*
latsaMoa or purpose to violas* as ord*r
of th* Studeat Court bat It must appoar
that sasaotalaa; baa b**n don* by th*
accused which May bo fudejod a* con
tempt In carrying out th* purpose fonn*d.
la cos** wh*r* th* contompt comliU o{
th* foUur* to porfo™ an ad. a flmdlna of

ft—

Classifieds
FOR SALE—Volkswagoa. '51, sun
roof, new battery, excellent condition.
34143. 210 W. Heed.

requires a finding by th* Stud.nl
that th* qocuMd bad tho .moans
within ate powor to comply with tho Studtoal Couzf* otd*r or dwn. Th* fsesati
may not bo adjudfod la conloo-at of an
ordor not oatorod upoa tho r* cor an of
Studoat Court.
(d) P-nally. Any studoat found guilty
by Studoat Court of contempt of court
citation undor th*** procedures *hall b*
*ub|*ct to a fin* of not leu than IS nor
mor*
>ro than I123. la addition to tho autflh*rlry
'
to tery
_
fb»M, 6M Studoni Court thai.
ha-* authority for cootlnuod PtOTl— or
flagrant act* of contompt to ricasaaiaart to
th* D*on of Mon or tho Doom of Woatoa
that tho studoat bo dismissed front th*
Ualeermry.
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Pa^arafeSieSkeaat

Every week, this column tries to bring- to the campus the
beat in commentary, culture, and other sophisticated samples
of our decadent civilization. Now The Scene goes all-out, inviting a guest columnist to hold sway over this week's contribution. The Scene presents: Dear Flabby.
Our first letter comes from a grandmother in Pennsylvania suffering from dementemper. People somehow don't retia praecox and flat feet She alise
that underneath my bed tem-

Under
KSU'i Ptrthlna. miles demonstrate tholr exhibition drill agulty at the Cannon Cotleg* Invitational Drill Meet last week end at Erie. Pa. The BG straight drill squad,
under rome-lond ol lit Li. Terr sacs H. Martell. won the second place trophy
In Ms compeHHea.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Next week's interviews, AS scheduled by the placement office, are:
Monday, March 10
Anchor Say cchooU, Mich., for Vlndorgarttn and *l*m*ntary education.
Trarolori Iniuraoc* Co.. |or Intuiajics
and sals*, any major.
J.C. Fsasjsy Co.. for business train***,
*j*n*ral busln***, sal**, dialling, end
n*ark*Qna.
W»i laboratory, lor liberal art* and

p

buslaoM
rcdrbora
■ocondary cducatloa.

lor

•l*m*niary

and

Monday and Tuesday
March 10 and SI
Oweni Illinois Co., for accounting and

•ens,

Student Court Contempt Cases
(Continued from page 1)

Need Help Or Advice! Stop!
This Column May Be Answer

Deadline April 15
For Financial Aid

Students who are on scholarships
and grants-in-aid or who wiah to
apply for either should pick-up application blanks in 211 Administration Bldg., announced Robert
K. McKay, financial aid counselor.
The deadline for submitting applications for next year is April
15. Persons on athletic or music
grants-in-aid must have applications approved in the athletic or
music department offices.
Students who are experiencing
particular difficulty or anticipating financial troubles are urged by
Mr. McKay to visit the student
financial aida office to map out a
program for financial assistance.
Students who will be juniors or
svniorB next semester should learn
of their application acceptance or
refusal by the close of the semester. Freshmen will not receive notification until the latter part of
Juna, because the financial aids
office wants additional time to
study freshman grades.

Tuesday, March 14, 1961

Tu*iday, March 21
»olsky*s DoportaMBt Storo, for all ma
S' ,11 OU Co.. for sale*.
»vrol*t CI*T*land, for accounting.
Oborlla dry schools, for mathsmatlcs,
chemistry, pbyrtea, olonoatary education,
and men's health and physical education.
Tuotday and Wodnoflday
March II and 12
F. and It. Lasarue Co.. for rolaUlag, at
counting, horn* *cononilci, flnanco. gen
•ral bualn***, mork*tlng. *a)**, and busln*t» train**., any malor
Wodnooday March IS
Owens Illinois, for lunmit *at**, Junior*
only.
Plilsbury Co., for sales.
American Rod Crass, for all malor*.
Women'* Army Corp. for all woawn students,
Vice Choilcal Co., for advertising, mar
hotlng, liberal arht. re»oarch, ana summer sal**, unmarried students only.
Wednesday and Thursday
March 22 and 29
Ford Motor Co.. for accounting. chomUtry, economics. ■tatlsnc
He*, traffic and transportation, marketing, purchasing, sale*.
re—arch, mathematics, personnel, physics,
and preducaoa.

Bright idea with a glowing future
At Gen Tel, rasatrch te put to work to advance
communications through sight as wall at sound.
The dial of our compact STARIITI* phono, for
example, utlllzat an entirely now aouroa of light
that marks a mllaatona In visual communications.
Called PAHiLiaeittrO (electroluminescent) lighting,
I It produoM light without heat, has no bulb to turn
en and off, and costs toss than i« s year for
stKMcNy.
Pioneered and developed by tha lighting Product*
Division of cur subsidiary, Sytvenle, this dramatic
now light opens up almost Infinite product posstbllitlM In tight communication. Already It It being
used for clock faces, radio dials, auto Instrument
panels and road signs.
And, through tha development of an. Ingenious
"cross-grid" design, elertrohimlnetcent penearare
now capable of reproducing alpha-numeric "read*
outs" for electronic computers. Th|t achievement,
In fact, may one day lead to "flat wall" TV.
It Is another example of the way General Telephone
& Electronics coordinates the scientific and engineering leadership of many divisions In order to
make communicationt progress en all fronts.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE* ELECTRONICS

Thursday, March 21
National Carbon Co., for chemistry and
physic*.
Central National Sank of Cleveland, for
banking and finance.
Ohio reamers Insurance Co., for Insurance and summer employment, ail kn-njers.
Continental Casually Co.. far actuarial.
business train*
linanci (women only).
mathematics, office management, produclion, and slat
statUHcs.
Friday, March 14
Pontlac schools, Mich., for elea
and secondary education.
Kenesha public schools. Wls.. for elementary education.
Sherwin-WUIicans Co.. for rrhsmlsliy, CMcounting, general business, sales, marketing, personnel, and retailing.
Slate farm Insurance Co.. for accounting, actuarial, business trainees, general
business, mathematics, and lnsarance.
Lake Ceunly Board of Education, for
art business sdaoaMssi. elementary education, for.lgn languages, library science,
general science, biology, chemistry, phy
sic*, and speech and hearing therapy.

Board Of Trustees
(Continued from page 1)
Krowth in enrollment quickly absorbs all increases. He said that
1.000 additional students are anticipated at the University in
1961-62.
Trustees also approved resolutions for tho sale of $4.5 million
in bonds to finance construction of
H new women's residence center.
Construction is expected to atart
in May at the site along Ridge
Street between Thuratln Avenue
and North College Drive. It is
hoped the center will be completed
by September, 1962.
The board heard these reports
on other construction progress
from President McDonald:
—Conversion of the recreationhall area of the old Administration Illtljr. for speech laboratory
purposes is progressing satisfactorily. These facilities are expected
to he available for use next September. The little theatre portion
of the laboratory was named by
trustees "The Joe E. Brown Theatre." Actor Brown, a native of
northwest Ohio, received an honorary degree from the University
in 1949.
—Final plans and specifications
for the new Administration Bldg.
are nearing completion. Advertising for bids is expected to begin
late next month. Construction
should be completed during 196263.
—Major extension of utility tunnels and servicea is expected to get
under way this spring, from behind Shatr.el Hall north to Ridge
Street.
—Several minor construction
projects are in the planning stages
and are expected to be under way
during the summer. They include
installation of a new chemistry
lab in Overman Hall classroom
space recently vacated by the
ROTC, construction of a sun deck
on the roof of Treadway Hall, extension of parking facilities north
of Overman Hall, and installation
of additional electrical equipment
to provide for the greatly increased electric service required by the
expanding University plant and
enrollment.

writes:
Dear Flabby: 1 am 70 years old
and am not unattractive as sweet
old ladies go. However, I have a
problem. There is a young man
of 14 who keeps hanging around
me. He says he wants to marry
me. He is a sweet boy, even if his
hair does occasionally get caught
in the tipper of his black leather
jacket. I like going out with him,
but his motorcycle is slightly
uncomfortable .
I have already
bought him a
1400,000 house,
ten new motoi I cycle, and
a
platinum gui:ar
with Elvis somebody's
signature. My problem is: Does he
want to marry
me for love or does he just have
a mother fixation? Signed, Grandma Du Pont.
Dear Old Grandma. What em
you. tome kind ol nut? Can't yea
recoanlie mi* love when II arrives? A StOO.OOO house? Hsu*.
Another comes from a distraught
mother who lives in Osculate, Ontario.
Dear Flabby: I have a teenage daughter who is really sick—
in the head. A few days ago, I
came into her room and I saw my
daughter crouched on the floor
like an animal. She looked up at
me with tear-stained eyes and said:
"Mother, are you sure you can
hook bobby sox to your garter
belt?" What can I tell her? Signed, Mother Macree.
Dear MM., Yea thould toll aw
Mnt what color her sea are and
then ask If Buy dash with her
tarter belt Yea evidently have no
eye lor fashion.
A final item comes from Bricklayer, California.
Dear Flabby: I have a problem.
I am middle-age man who is slightly bald on top, but still rather attractive to women. I am married,
but my wife doesn't dress too well.
I like people, but somehow they
don't like me. Sometimes I attend
meetings of an organisation I belong to in New York and I lose my

Students Conduct
Tests On Hearing
Seven students majoring in
speech and hearing therapy are
conducting a hearing survey at
Ross Junior High School in Fremont.
Accompanied by Dr. Melvin Hymen, director of the speech and
hearing clinic, the students are
testing the hearing of 400 seventhgrade children.
Dr. Hyman said the purpose of
the survey is to provide the students with practical experience in
adminiatering therapy tests.
The therapy students participating in the survey are Kathleen A.
Myers, Rebekah A. Arnold, Elisabeth A. Krupp, Robert H. Sheldon,
Susan I. Hipsher, Jean E. Stuelpnsgel and Rita R. Rollins.

IWiiu Gitca State tWmhj

Annette CssusBs _ Aasl Social Meet
lb. Stone
_ .
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Carets K«»atch _ A4nrSshl|
Dahte glUain
Aes't Adv.
Larry Schssiss

Special Occasion ?
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Come to Dinner and let
us help you Celebrate
If you have a birthday, why
not tell our singing waitresses
to bring you a cake, compliments of PETTl'S.

ALPINE VILLAGE
ORDER

NOW

Your B. G. S. U.
CLASS RING

Student Body
(Continued from page 1)
John W. Lucas, a Junior in the
College of Liberal Arts; Louise E.
Haar, a Junior in the College of
Education; Betty Prechtel, a sophomore in the College of Education; and Larry A. Snyder, a sophomore in the College of Liberal
Arts.

Your Choice Of—
•
•
•
•
•

Ctoae ItepreeentatlTM

Candidates for senior representatives are Richard W. Bradley,
Tod J. Butler, Mary Je Isch, Helen
E. Moles, Judy L. Perry, Barbara
A. Schuli, and Dean L. Shappell.
Junior representative candidates
are Robert A. Dimling, Charles G.
Eberly, Dianna L. Kellogg, Patricia A. Lewicki, Dale J. Rothman,
Sandra E. Scott, and Thomas J.
Short.
Sophomore representative candidates are David M. Chism, Thomas
W. Dobmeyer, Barbara A. Harsh,
Jacqueline T. Kolas, Marilyn E.
Millikin, Gary D. Nixon, and Richard A. Wolff.
Biographical qualifications ol
candidates for Student Body offices era listed on page S.

per there lies a sweet old man
whose only wish is to make friends.
What should I do? Signed, Nikits
Khrushchev.
Desr Nikky: Do you chew Clorets?

Stone, Faceted or Smooth
Year of Graduation
Degree, B.S., B.A., Etc.
Plain or Encrusted
White or Yellow Gold with Initials Inside

DEPOSIT ONLY $5.00 AT TIME OF ORDER

Prices From $30.00 to $38.00
M

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
4

-In The Union
1

—

■
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OU Wrests Swimming Crown From Falcons
Medley Relay Victory Gives Bobcats
3rd Conference Championship, 113-111

On The Sidelines

Coach 'Speechless* After Win;
Swim Meet Brings Excitement

By Bob Heckman

Leading until the final lap of the final event, the 400yard medley relay, Bowling Green saw Ohio University's Carl
Catt sprint in the last 60 yards to give OU the relay victory,
and with the victory, the Mid-American Conference swimming
championship 113-111, in the meet last week end in the Nat>
atorium.

By Bob H

There probably have been happier coaches than Fletcher
Gilders in the swimming world but one would have had a hard
time proving it Saturday afternoon. Talking to the Ohio University coach, we had the impression he would jump through
the roof at any time.
"There wasn't one man on my squad who didn't do just
what was expected of him. But the excitement and noise died
Our fellows really put out and down when it became apparent
I'm just overjoyed," the Bobcat
coach raid.
We had the suspicion that Gliders had expected to win the meet,
since he was wearing* his swim
trunks under his trousers — all
ready for the traditional dunking:
following: the victory.

•

•

•

But Bowling Green certainly
didn't relinquish its crown without an all-out effort. Falcon Swimming Coach Sam Cooper said, "We
did the best we could but lost to
a better team. I'm disappointed,
certainly, but not ashamed. I think
the difference came in diving (Ed.
Note — The Bobcats took two
firsts and two fourths in the diving events.) plus the fact we had
counted on Western Michigan to
do a little better than they did,
especially in the final race."

•

•

•

The spectators, players, and
coaches got a slight scare durirg
the preliminaries of the one-meter
diving events when OU's Kyan
Patterson hit his arm on the board
performing a one-and-a-half somersault. It resulted in a nasty cut
and a few fluttering spectators'
hearts.
On the whole, the meet was very
well run. We especially admired
Sandy Wilson, the starter-referoe
who had the courage to stand by
his decision disqualifying one of
Western's swimmers daring the
200-yard breaststroke. There were

•

•

•

We've never seen such excitement in a swimming meet to eqnal
that just before the final event.
The best field goal percentage
mark for one game Is held by Jim
Darrow. He scored on 22 of 29
shots from the field for a .769
mark against HUlsdale.

that Ohio U. had pulled through,
moments of confusion, but the
athletic department of Bowling
Green can be proud of the way
the meet was handled.
The outstanding swimmer of the
meet would have to be Miami's
Hill Mullikcn, who won his three
events with what seemed to be
effortless ease. The young Olympic star from Champaign, III.,
won a total of nine gold medals
during his brilliant conference career.

STRAINING SWIMMER—Paul Voael. Falcon co-capWtn. stretches and strains
for the finish line In this shot of Friday'. 200-yard Individual medley action. He
pieced third behmd Olympian all! MulUaen and OU'. Tod Sorb.

«'oach Gilder.* hail high praise
for Howard Comstock, who won
two first places for the Falcons:
"I'd have to call him the outstanding swimmer on the BG squad—
not to take anything away from
LaPrise or Rcest, but Comstock
came through with vital and unexpected first places," Gilders said.

Banquet Tomorrow
To Honor Athletes
One hundred and thirty-seven
members of the wrestling, swimming, and basketball teams will be
honored tomorrow at the annual
winter sports banquet, scheduled
to begin at 6 p.m. in the Dogwood
Suite of the Union.
Special awards will be presented
in wrestling and basketball, and
the 18 graduating seniors of the
three sports teams will be singled
out for honors.
Among the special guests will
be the trustees of the University,
the coaches, the Athletic Committee, cheerleaders, and members of
the working press and radio.
Toastmaster for the event will
be James E. Hof, director of alumni activities.

DOWN TO THE WIRE From Fauley takes oil on die final lap of the 400
yard Medley relay, the event BO needed to win to capture their sixth itralqht
Mid American Conference swimming title. OU's Carl Catt ouleprlnied the Falcon
ftstaa. however, to give the Bobcats their first crown since IBM.

Thurmond Makes All-MAC Five
Bowling Orecn's titanic center,
6-10 Nate Thurmond, was selected for the first team all-Mid-Amciican Conference basketball
team, by the MAC basketball
coaches Sunday.
Joining Thurmond on the first
team were Bob Bolton of Western
Michigan, Dave Zeller of Miami,
Pete Baltic of Kent State, and
Bunk Adams of Ohio University.
Zeller and Baltic were the only
unanimous choices. All but Thurmond are seniors.

Thurmond, brilliant in his sophomore season, scored at a better
than 18-point-per-game clip and
was among the leaders in rebounding in the nation. Zeller was the
conference scoring leader with a
22.9 average.
Toledo, shut out on the first
team, placed Larry Jones and Jerry Galicki on the second team along with Larry Kruger of the
Bobcats, Bob Burgess of Marshall,
Harvey Hunt of Kent, and Vern
Lawson of Miami. There was a tie
for the last position.
Jones also is a sophomore. Hunt,
of course, is the football-to-basketball player made good. The 6-6
giant had a very successful season
for the Golden Flashes.

...the British look

ID

skirtings

The eminent (ood looks of Arrow"* British
striped oxford adds much to a man's wardrobe.
The authentic roll of the classic button-down
is perfectly interpreted in the University
Fashion B.D. Offered in stripinja of
muted masculine tones as well as
white and solid colors in both
long and short sleeves.

Winning honorable mention nods
from the coaches were BG's Jimmy
Koutson, George Patterson of Toledo, Bill Whaley of OU, Sam Key
of WM, Tex Williams of Marshall,
and La Vern Benson of Miami.
The MAC coaches select men
from the other teams only, thus
eliminating any possible prejudice.

The Bobcat victory broke
the Falcons' five-year domination of conference swimming and
was OU's third athletic championship this year.
The meet was close throughout,
with Bowling Green never holding
more than a 10-point lead. Going
into the final race, OU was trailing BG by two points, 101-99.
Catt's fine freestyle leg enabled
the Bobcats to take the event
in the record-breaking time of
3:58. Bowling Green was second
in 3:59.7, a time better than the
old pool record.
T MAC Marks Snapped
During the course of the meet
seven MAC records were broken.
Bill Mulliken, the Miami Olympic
champion, won three events, setting two records, in the 200-yard
individual medley and the 200yard breaststroke. He also won the
140-yard freestyle.
Tom Boyce of Ohio I), won both
the 100- and 200-yard butterfly
events and set records for the
MAC in both. Bowling Green's
Gary LaPrUe won the swimming
sprinls—the 50, 100, and 220-yard
freestyle events, setting an MAC
record in the 220. The Bowling
Green 400-yard freestyle relay
team of Hal Kenning, Ron Cochrell, Franz Fauley, and Harry
Walsh set an MAC record. The
meet-winn*ng 400-yard medley relay team from Ohio U, composed
of Tom Marazxl, Ed Cooper, Tom
Atkin, and Carl Catt, established
the last new MAC mark.
Depth ley To Triumph
Howling Green won six of 16
events and Ohio U. took five. However, the Bobcats won the meet
by placing 20 individuals in 14
events and finishing first or second in the relays. This total of 22
was two more than the Falcons
were able to place.

yard backstroke events that Coach
Cooper had not counted on before
the meet.
Western Michigan was the only
team other than Bowling Green,
Ohio U., and Miami to take a first
place. In the 1,500-meter freestyle
event, the Broncos' Fred Lawrenz
set a pool record, and Tom Rudder
of WM came home on top in the
100-yard breaststroke.
Scoring for Bowling Green in
addition to the winners of individual events were Henry Reest with
seconds in the 1,500-meter, 220yard, and the 440-yard freestyles;
Paul Vogel with a third in the
200-yard individual medley and a
fourth in the 200-yard breaststroke ; Barry Walsh with a second
in the 50-yard and a third in the
100-yard freestyles; Hal Henning
with a third in the 200-yard freestyle and a fifth in the 100-yard
freestyle; Ralph Weibel with a
third in the one-meter diving and
a fifth in the three-meter diving;
Ron Cochrell with a third in the
100-yard butterfly; and Franz
Fauley a fourth in Ihc 100-yard
freestyle. Also scoring points were
the members of the 400-yard medley relay team, which came in second. They were Vogel, Cochrell,
Comstock, and Fauley.
Earn $135 weekly daring summer
traveling overseas. MUST BE U3.
CmZElf. Complete details furnish
ed. Bead 11.00 Laaslag Information Service. Depl. B 12. Box 74.
New York tl. NY.

Thinking About A Car?

The Falcons had finished the
regular dual-meet season with a
12-2 record, which included winning their last 11 in a row before
the championships. This mark included a 54-41 decision over Ohio
U. in the Bobcats' home pool.
Olympian Takes 3
Mulliken again was brilliant as
he, for the third straight year, won
three events. He now holds MAC
records in four different events.
LaPrise, the Falcon all-American,
indicated by his performances in
his freestyle specialties that he is
ready to take up where he left off
in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association meet coming up at the
end of the month.
One of the pleasant surprises
in the Falcons' defeat was the
swimming of Howard Comstock,
sophomore backatroker. He turned
in victories in the 100- and 200-

Mike Connolly. Class of 12

See Mike Connolly
At Ralph Thayer's
IBS So. Mam Si.

"Mike's Specfor
'59 Simca $799.00
Low-priced economy
Also, '59 Volkswagen—
•vary known extra—
can't tell from new I

HAVE A REAL CIG,

•woo

MRROW^

STYLING...in tie classic tradition
From the Arrow Com Laude Collection comes
the perfect example of authentic traditional
styling. This luxury oxford is offered in subtle
British stripings tailored with button-down
collar and box pleat Whites and plain colors
too. Available in long and short sleeves *5.00

MAX GRAEBER

SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR Dr. Rechnitzer and the
U. S. Navy bathyscaph "Trieste" found out
how deep the ocean is: 7 history-making miles.

Dr. Rechnitzer is a Camel smoker. He says, "I
smoke Camels for one reason: taste . . . rich,
satisfying taste I enjoy every time I light up."

777© best tobacco mokes the best smoke/
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Cobus Hour

What Is Relationship Of Ethics
To Politicians And Businessmen?
Can man legislate ethics into government and business'
principles?

"IT'S ALL OVER■■ --Raph Rogerr.. lowsr Ult and Frank D.Nalol. clean
their faces altar the pi* eating contest sponsored by PI Kappa Alpha Friday
erenlng. Hunttr Haynes, Phi Kappa Tau. established a new record In the men'i
dWIilan. and Gloria Shelley. Chi Omega, won the women', dlvlilon.

Chi 0, Phi Tau Win
Cherry Pie Gobbling
Everything: from the "burning of the Constitution" to
the eating- of cherry pies was
accomplished at the Pi Kappa
Alpha pie eating contest Friday in the Men's Gym.
Hunter H. Haynes "usurpod"
tho cherry pic for Phi Kappa Tau
to win the nun's division, and
Gloria J. Shelley, eating: for Chi
Omega, won in tho women's division of the contest.
Once again, "new records" were
net in both divisions, according to
PiKA officials. But once again,
no one bothered to record the
times. If this continues, It will
soon take a time of approximately
one second to set a new record.
Tho competition's the thing,
though, and the contest will never
lose its appeal as long as no
more George Washingtons come
along to chop down the cherry
trees.
Kappa Delta and Phi Kappa Psi
ran off with the skit contest. However, Zeta Beta Tau was the
crowd's favorite as they presented a skit on "Where tho Boys
Arc," and "The Burning of the
Constitution."
In the winning skit, activities
at "Dartvard II., Fort Laudcrdale
U., and North Harvard U." were
compared with activities at Howling Green—with the emphasis on

"mug drinking and tea drinking."
Except, of course, for the night
of the PiKA Pie Eating Contest,
tho huge chugging contest held at
the "University of Way Southern
California" paralleled the pie-eating at Bowling Green.
Chi Omega and Beta Gamma
were second in the skit contest,
and Gamma Phi Beta and Theta
Chi were third.
The contest put the finishing
touches on the annual Pi Kappa
Alpha Pi Week for another year.

'Magnificent Seven' Is
Next Fine Film Here
"The Magnificent Seven,'' seventh in a scries of fine films, will
be presented in 105 Hanna Hall
Friday and Saturday.
The times for the showing of
the Japanese film will bo 7 and 9
p.m. Friday and 7 p.m. Saturday.

Dr. Gilbert Abcarian, assistant professor of political
science, discussed the conflict of interest in "Politics, Business, and Ethics" at Cobus Hour March 8.
"Ethics has to do with the motivation and behavior of
people," stated Dr. Abcarian.
tical reality. There is always a
"Business as such is neither gap between the two, though few
ethical nor unethical, unless it is agree on how big the gap is."
specifically related to individuals
Dr. Abcarian added that ethics,
in situations with consequences.
in the sense of socialised codes of
"All humans are motivated by
conduct are usually administered
■elHntereii. While we all act In
by euch institutions as family,
self-interest, we also tend to lustichurch, and stale. This approach
ly such acts as being ethically
to ethics—In terms of outward conproper. Thus, when such acts come
duct—Is only a part of when the
Into conflict among Individuals, we
Greeks meant by ethlcsi being true
find either a conflict between difto one's Inner self.
ferent ethical principle!, or a con"Power—whether of business,
flict over proper application of such
labor, or any other significant
principles."
Dr. Abcarian said that because group—must guard against the
institutions-r-such as business — tendency to substitute itself for
which administer ethics also pos- ethics. For, in the end, if power
sess power, the dilemma of how and ethics cannot be absolutely
to reconcile, or adjust, arises. Busi- separated or distinguished, we
nessmen must guard against iden- must realize that 'freedom' is a
tifying economic interests with the higher value than 'ethics' itself."
public interest, and the public interest with ethical principles.
Referring to politics, Dr. Abcarian stated, "Ethics concern the ideal, politics the real. The problem then is how to apply abstract
ethical principles to concrete poli-

TU Professor Speaks At Meeting
Dr. Raymond H. Muessig, assistant professor of curriculum and
teaching at the University of Toledo, spoke on "Singing Your Way
Through Classroom Discipline" on
March 8 in the Union.
Dr. Muessig was the featured
speaker for the combined meeting
of Kappa Delta Pi, Ohio Student
Education Association, and the Association for Childhood Education.
In speaking about classroom discipline, Dr. Muessig used popular
song titles to show some basic concepts. He said every teacher has
discipline problems and he applied
the song title "Into Each Life

UAO Dancing Lessons
To Begin March 20
Dancing lessons sponsored by
the Social Interest Committee of
the Union will begin March 20 in
tho ballroom.
The six-week series will be
taught by the DuChane Dance Stu.
dio. The price is $12 each or $18
a couple.
Interested students should contact Carol M. Szunyogh, chairman
of the committee.

RUN...
Don't
Creep-Walk-Crawl
to the

University
Dairy Bar
531 Ridge Street
OUR NEW HOURS
ARE —
7 a.m. to 10 pjn.
Monday thru Friday

SPRING JACKETS
STOP IN AND SEE OUR COMPLETE
SELECTION OF SPRING JACKETS.

These UNUNED and COMPLETELY WASHABLE

Dr. Charles D. Ameringer, instructor in history, will pursue the
topic of ethics at Cobus Hour tomorrow with his presentation of
"Business Ethics in International
Affaire," at 8:80 p.m. in the Pink
Dogwood Room of the Union.

Some Rain Must Fall," to illustrate
this.
Throughout his talk Dr. Muessig
stressed that a teacher should talk
to his students and listen to their
reasons instead of punishing first
and asking questions later. He
added that a teacher should have
a sense of humor and be able to
laugh at his own mistakes.
Kappa Delta Pi is the national
honor society in education, OSEA
is an education organization open
to all students who are preparing
to teach, and ACE is an organization open to all majors in education.

Pins To Pans
Going . . .
Karen Terry, Alpha Chi Omega,
pinned to Frank Kitchel, Sigma
Chi; Charlotte Anderson, Treadway, to Jim Lees, Delta Kappa Epsllon, Kcnyon College; Sandy Herr,
Gamma Phi Beta, to Ray White,
Lamda Chi Alpha, Miami University; June Jaroch, GOMrna Phi, to
Don Bellissimo, Phi Delta Theta;
Judy Snodgrass, Gamma Phi, to

'Showboat'Tickets
On Sale Thursday
Attention all students—if you
plan to attend the University Theatre's production of "Showboat" on
either March 22, 23, 24, or 25, you
had better get your tickets early!
Dr. F. Lee Miesle, associate professor of speech, has announced
that an extremely heavy attendance
is expected.
In past years many students
waited until the last minute to
secure tickets for a major production, and then they were dlsapointed when there were none
available.
Tickets for "Showboat" will go
on sale Thursday at the ticket window on the second floor of the Administration Bldg., from 10 a.m.
to noon, and from 2 to 4 p.m.
The same schedule will be followed for succeeding week days. If
there are any tickets left, they will
be put on sale at the box office the
nights of the performance.
Dr. Miesle also pointed out that
no reservations will be held after
8 p.m. on the nights of the performances.
Prices are: adults, $1.25, school
children, 60 cents, and University
students, five cents with ID cards.

Harry DeNardi, Sigma Nu; and
Barbara Schlosser, Phi Mu, to Bob
Cress, U.S. Marines.
Julia Hums, Harmon, lo Jim
Kirshbalm, Delta Tau Delta; Lois
Simon, Alpha Phi, to Harold Bates
Jr., Beta Gamma; and Sandra
Cleckner, Alpha Gamma Delta, to
George Oetgen, Delta Upsilon.
Going ...
Gay Simmermacher, Phi Mu, engaged to Fred Geiser, Kent State;
Patricia Ansley, Phi Mu alumna,
to George Ssorka, Chagrin Falls;
Donna White, Phi Mu alumna, to
Gary Goldman; Mary L. Waldrip,
Treadway, to Norris Wooldridge,
East Alton, 111.; Betty Lou Bryan,
Treadway to Clay Mueller, University of Cincinnati; and Ann Dibble,
Treadway, to Tom Bilbrey, Springfield.
Marilyn Buchan, Alpha Chi Omega, to Cliff Reimer, Pi Kappa
Alpha alumnus; Linda Warner,
Harmon, to Arlis Mauch, Iberia;
Corinne Lennon, Chi Omega, to
Lee Smell; Lola Landman, Prout,
to Dick Ronckovsky, Washington,
D.C.; and Gretchen Bogan, Schatzel, to Keith Brown, Lockbournc
Air Force Base.
Oeae
Joan Gilbert, Phi Mu, married
lo Bill Parks, TKE alumnus.

The Jewish Congregation elected
officers for next year at its meeting March 8. Stanley D. Rothbardt
was elected president and Mark L.
Raisman was elected to the new
office of spiritual leader.
The spiritual leader will conduct services. The president previously handled this duty.

Why, At The

t Main Restaurant

$7.95

Books And Coffee

Herman Reads From Dinesen,
Selection Is Called Symbolic'
By Nancy Iden
Reading expressively from Isak
Dinesen's "Seven Gothic Tales,"
.Dr. George Herman presented a
tale called "The Monkey" for discussion at Thursday afternoon's
meeting of Books and Coffee. Dr.
Herman is an associate professor
of speech.
The tale contained a comparison
of the sea and woman, an eerie
conversation suggesting that "human relations would be much easier if carried on in the bones," and
the strange metamorphosis of a
monkey into a human being and
back again.
Although the first comment
about the tale was, "I do not un-

derstand it," several others suggested that it might make a good
movie, that there was symbolism
beneath the fantastic story, and
that Dinesen's wit and love of
paradox and amusement were apparent.
Isak Dinesen is a Danish baroness from Africa, who has written
little but well. Time magazine
speaks of her writing life as "routing the brute realities of the
twentieth century from her prose.
She is Denmark's finest living
writer and one of the world's best."
The playwright Engene Ionesco
will be the topic for discussion at
the meeting of Books and Coffee
at 3:30 p.m. Thursday, in the
Union.

- Dorm News Lowry Hall
Women with 3.0 or higher semester grade averages were honored at
Lowry Hall's scholarship banquet,
March 9 in the east dining hall of
Founders' Quadrangle.
Dr. Virginia B. Platt, professor
of history, spoke on scholarship.
Other honored guests were Dr.
and Mrs. Kenneth H. McFall, Prof,
and Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, Mr. and
Mrs. Ervin Brown, Prof. H. Glendon Stcele, Dr. and Mrs. Elden T.
Smith, Dr. and Mrs. John E. Gee,
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Harrington, Dean and Mrs. William F.
Schmeltx, and Dr. and Mrs. John
R. Davidson.
The residents of Lowry second

floor were awarded a rotating
plague for having the highest floor
grade average.
Men's Residence Center
E. Douglas Hinklo has been
elected president of North Bldg.,
Men's Residence Center. He also
will serve the dormitory as chairman of special events.
Herman Koby, head resident, announced that Joseph P. Riuo is
social chairman; Karl A. Anderson, athletic chairman; and George
E. Hancy, food service committee
chairman.
Barry R. Brandt is chairman of
the executive committee, formed
to help make rules for the new
dormitory.

The following is a condensation of House Bill 1266, which
Is now before the U.S. House of Representatives. The condensation was written by Congressman Delbert Latta (R., Ohio).
H. B. 12M creates a Federal Agency for the Handicapped headed by an Administrator of Services for the Handicapped appointed
by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. Establishes
an II member Advisory Council on Affaire of the Handicapped lo
effectuate a more economical and efficient method of actlvinee relating
to the Handicapped and to develop new programs for them. Authorises
Federal funds for establishing and maintaining work protects cooperative enterprises for physically or mentally handicapped persons.
Provides for Federal payments to Stales who have uppiosed plans
for rehabilitation centers.
I urge you to support this bill by writing to Congressman
Latta, to Ohio Senators Frank Lausche and Stephen Young, or
to your own Representatives or Senators.
—John Beach

segalls

Jewish Congregation
Elects New Officers

Where In Town Can You
Get The Best Food at
the MOST POPULAR
prices ? ?

Jacket* Com* In a Wide Variety of Colon.

WINNER'S TROPHY—Ann Scherry. left assistant managing editor of the
B-G News, presents the rotating winner's trophy for the Best-Dressed Girl Contest
lo Arlene Poiat. Alpha Gamma Delta. Miss Posar will now be entered in the
"10 Beit Dressed College Girls In America Contest" sponsored by Glamour
magazine. Miss Scherry was mistress of ceremonies.

Across from Music Hall

Sweatshirts

from $2.19

whit*, grey, oxford, gold, nary, black

Special: Schaeffer'sNew$2.49
Ball Point Pen
now 98c
All REVLON Products
Saint Patrick's DAY & Easter Cards
Famous ADLER SOCKS

.

138 N. Main

Bowling Grata

OF COURSE!
P.S.

Noted For Generous Servings
Closed Tuesdays

69c-$1.00

Giant Felt Pennants

50c

We hare really fine dry cleaning. Try u» with your
formal*. Boy. try our shirt service. Your garments are
ready when promised NO WATTING.

163 N. Main

LARRY'S MEN'S SHOP

*

Across Irons Music Hall
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Student Body, Class Officer Candidates' Qualifications Listed
Following »re qualifications of
the candidates running for Student Body offices.
Stud.nl Body President
CLARK D. TIBBITS is a junior
in the College of Education, and
is maintaining a 8.8 grade average.
He is vice president of Sigma Chi
social fraternity and chairman of
the Student Leadership and Service Board. He is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa, men's leadership
society; Phi Eta Sigma, freshman
honorary society; Book and Motor,
scholarship society; and the Student Cabinet.
Tibbits is running on a platform
which embodies the hope of promoting the name of Bowling Green
throughout the U.S. so that a diploma from the University will be
well thought of in all areas of the
United States.
GREGORY L. GILMORE, a junior political science major in the
College of Liberal Arts, has a 3.7
grade average. He is a member of
Beta Gamma social fraternity and
Book and Motor. He has served as
a director-at-large of the Union
Activities Organisation and was a
high-school class officer for four
years.
If elected president of the student body, he will try to better the
relationship between the student
government and the students. Ha
also hopea to promote scholastic
achievement.
JOE McNAMARA is a junior
marketing major in the College of
Business. He is maintaining a S.2
average. He is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha social fraternity,
Omicron Delta Kappa, UAO, Student Cabinet, and Council of Student Affairs. He is treasurer of
the Student Body, and was chosen
the outstanding ROTC man as a
freshman. In his sophomore year
he served as representative to
Student Council.
McNamara hopes to inaugurate
a "Campaign Night" if he is elected. At this time candidates for
student offices could meet the
students. He also would work on
a system to improve communications between the Student Council
and the student body.
DAVID S.
CROOKS is a
junior pre-law and history
major in the College of Liberal Arts. He is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity. Phi Alpha Theta, history honor
society; and the UAO. Ha is chairman of the hobby committee of the
UAO. Crooks is a transfer student

from General Motors Institute In
Flint, Mich.
If elected, he hopes to expand
the progressive activities of Student Council and enlarge its functions. In addition, he wants to create a closer relationship between
the student body and Student
Council.
Stud.m Body Secretary
BARBARA L DOWNEY is a
member of Alpha Phi social sorority and a second semester junior.
She is an assistant instructor in
mathematics and a past dormitory
counselor. Presently she is a UAO
director-at-large and a member of
Kappa Delta Pi. education honor
society.
WANDA J. HORLOCKER is the
French Club secretary, vice president of the Prout house board, and
UAO recruitment and training
committee chairman.
Slud.nt Body Treasurer
DAVID L. CAYTON.
J. DAVID HUNGER is a member of Kappa Sigma social fraternity, and president of the sophomore class. He is a member of Student Council and a member of Pi
Kappa Delta, forensica honorary.
DONALD R. TREADWAY is
vice president of the Kohl Hall
Residence Council and a member of
Phi Kappa Psi social fraternity,
Phi Eta Sigma, and Alpha Epsilon
Delta, pre-medical honor society.
Senior Bepresentative
RICHARD W. BRADLEY is a
member of Phi Delta Theta social
fraternity, and an Interfraternity
Council representative. He is also
a member of the debate team and
the IFC social committee. Presently he is a junior representative of
Student Council and a member of
the IFC judicial board.
TOD J. BUTLER is a member
of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity. He was tapped this year
for Omicron Delta Kappa and is a
member of Phi Eta Sigma and Book
and Motor. He is active in Student
Council as a junior representative
and is a justice of Student Court.
MARY JO ISCH U a member of
Delta Gamma social sorority and
Kappa Delta Pi. She is chairman
of the Spirit and Traditions Board
and a member of Student Cabinet.
HELEN E. MOLES is a member
of Gamma Phi Beta social sorority
Kappa Delta PI. and the UAO.
She also is a Student Court justice.
JUDY L PERRY is a member
of Alpha Xi Delta social sorority
and Book and Motor. She is vice
president of the junior class and

Campus Kaleidoscope
Faculty Dasi.i, am organization for
wives of the University faculty—Will
meet at 8 pja. today In the Alumni
Boom of the Union. The program will
be presented by the Newcomers Club,
the wives of faculty members who are
In their fust or second year of leach
tag at the Unir.r.lly.
Chemical Journal Club- Will meet at
7:15 p.m. lomorrow in 140 Overman
Hall. Three senior chemistry majors.
Cletus N. Welch. Edward H. Stafford,
and Terry L. Kruger will present laboratory research papers. The three seniors will repreeent the University at
the twelfth annual Chemistry Meeting
In Mlnatur. at Woost.r College. Sal
srday. March IT. The moeaag Is a
seminar for Ohio college chemistry
students, based primarily on the preeentaHon of their reeearch papers.
Faculty Dames Afternoon Bridge
Club Will mm at 1:10 p.m. today In
the Perry-Crogan Boom of the Union.

•

•

•

Phi Beta Lambda, business education
club—Will meet at tiM p.m. Thursday
In the Harrison-Wayne Boom of the
Union. Dr. Ralph Q. Haimhman, pro
feesor of business adminlitroi'on. will
show sUdes of his trip Is Hong long.
.er
Sigma Alpha Eta. professional speech
and hearing therapy sodely—W1B fenture Dr. Sheila Morrison, director of
Ohio Stale University's speech and
soaring clinic, as Ihe gueet speaker
lot Us mooting at T pja, tomorrow. In
105 South Hall. Dr. Morrison will speak
em "Group TherapT."

'No Exit' Try-Outs
Will Start Tomorrow
Try-out* for "No Exit," one of
the most famous plays of the contemporary French theater, will be
held at 7 p.m. March 15 and 16, in
116 South HalL Cast requirements
call for two men and two women.
Robert W. Tolan, graduate assistant in speech, will direct the
play.
Experimental in nature, "No
Exit" deals with a trio of unsavory
characters who are preparing to
spend eternity torturing each,
other.
The play will be presented at
8:15 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday. April 21 and 22, in Gate
Theatre.

Matin.. Hour—Will meet at 3:30
p.m. tonight In the Ohio Suite of Ihe
Union. Panelists Ailea M. Johnston.
Wendy L Blak.l.y. and Dr. Stanley
Kalian. Instructor In speech, will discuss recorded excerpts from two plays.
"Private Lives" and 'Tonight al HSO."
American Stories Majors—WUt meet
In Ihe home of Dr. Alma I. Payne. 225
E. Merry, al 7:30 p.m. Friday. March
17. Dr. Virginia B. Plait professor of
history, will lead a discussion of the
Impact of the Irish upon American culture.
Psychology Department—Will meet at
7:30 pan. lomorrow In 105 South Hall.
Dr. loan R. Schuck. Instructor In psychology, will discuss "Men. Monkeys
and Automation.'' The meeting Is open
to all psychology majors and minors
and other Interested students.

Casting Complete
For One-Act Plays
Casting for the University Theatre's second bill of one-act plays
has been completed. They will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
Gate Theatre.
In the first play, "Four On A
Heath," a supernatural theme will
be used. It deals with several highwaymen who have been executed
on the gallows.
The cast includes Joel A. Lieber,
Dallas F. Horvath, Jalan L. Aufderheide, and William G. Wotschak.
Second play on the bill is, "The
Case of The Crushed Petunia." The
play is a light comedy. Mary L.
Sterling, Karen R. Snyder, Thomas
L. Neuman, and Robert E. Guerin
make up the cast.
A light-hearted drawing-room
comedy entitled, "Angels Don't
Marry," will be the evening's third
presentation.
The cast is composed of Fred F.
Skelton, Carol L. Lake, Christine
I.. Berlin, and Robert C. Dowdall.
The final production is, "Eugenically Speaking." It centers on a
wealthy socialite who decides that
she would be the perfect mate for
a laboring man.
Included in the cast are Celeste
M. Ramey, David W. Ralston, R.
Douglas Lindamood, and Marian

has been a cheerleader for three
years.
BARBARA A. SCHULZ is the
recording secretary for the Association of Women Students and a
member of Chi Omega social sorority. She is also Pershing Rifles
sponsor.
DEAN L. SHAPPELL is a member of Kappa Sigma social fraternity, the Student Elections Board,
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, men's geology honor society, and the UAO
bowling committee.
Junior BoprooontotlTO
ROBERT A. DIMLING is a
member of Sigma Chi social fraternity and an IFC representative.
Ho was co-chairman of the Greek
Week dance, and a student orientation leader.
CHARLES G. EBERLY is a
member of Phi Kta Sigma, Alpha
Phi Omega, men's servico fraternity; anil Chemical Journal Club. He
nlso is in the A Cappella Choir.
DIANNA L. KELLOGG is a
member of Alpha Chi Omega social
sorority and PEM Club. She is a
counselor in Shatxcl Hall.
PATRICIA A. LEWICKI is a
member of Alpha Xi Delta social
sorority and PEM Club. She is also a sophomore representative to
Student Council.
DALE J. ROTHMAN is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, the University Chorus, and the UAO. He is
a student orientation leader.
SANDRA E. SCOTT is a member of Chi Omega social sorority,
PEM Club, and the UAO house
service. She also is a sophomore
representative to Student Council.
THOMAS J. SHORT is a member of Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity and the representative
to the IFC. He was chairman of
the IFC Sing and vice president of
the class of 1963.
Sophomore BepresontatJvo

DAVID M. CHISM is a i>ledge
of Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity and president of the freshman class.
THOMAS W. DOBMEYER is a
pledge of Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity and was a freshman
delegate to the Omicron Delta Kappa leadership conference.
BARBARA A. HURSH is president of the Chi Omega social sorority pledge class, and president of
Harmon Hall. She is also a member of the AWS Judicial and Legislative Board.
JACQUELINE T. KULAS is a
pledge of Delta Gamma social
sorority, and a member of Swan
Club.
MARILYN E. MILLIKIN is a
member of the University Symphonic Orchestra and on the President's Honors List.
GARY D. NIXON is a speech
major, and was a delegate at the
ODK Leadership Conference.
RICHARD A. WOLFF is a
mathematics major, and a member
of Pershing Rifles.

3 Faculty Members
Show Art Works
Three members of the University's art department faculty recently have displayed exhibits in Ohio
art shows.
John M. Zeilman, instructor in
art, displayed his work in three
exhibits during February. He entered his sculpture work in the
faculty exhibit work classification
at the Butler Museum of American
Art in Youngstown, and participated in the opening show of the
Wassenberg Art Center in Van
Wert. Mr. Zeilman also was invited
to display his works in a one-man
show at Findlay College as part of
the dedication ceremonies at the
new student union there.
Charles J. Lakofsky, associate
professor of art, exhibited works in
the ceramics division of the faculty
work classification at the Butler
Museum. Prof. Lakofsky and Dr.
Paul D. Running, assistant professor of art, displayed works at the
Wassenberg exhibit. Prof. Lakofsky displayed pottery samples
and Dr. Running a series of his
recent oil paintings.

Women Phys Ed Club
Selects Officer Slate
Elections have been held by the
women's Physical Education Majors and Minors Club.
The new officers are Donna V.
Jaco, president; Jo A. Meadows,
vice president; Jill A. Black, secretary; and Elizabeth Bacso, treasurer.
The women will be installed at
9 p.m. Thursday.

Sig Eps' Efforts Earn
$250 For Heart Fund
Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity collected S260 Feb. 25 for
the Wood County Heart Association.
Active members and pledges collected the money in a door-to-door
collection campaign in Bowling
Green.

"REACHING FOB SPACE" will be the thomo ol the
Air Force BOTC display In the ballroom Thursday and
Friday. The exhibit built around man's aq. old dsslro to
conquer space, graphically Illustrates many of the high

Fraternity Pledges
Elect New Officers
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon spring
pledge class has elected officers.
They nre Edward F. Puchalla,
president; Robert J. Wyant, vice
president; Clyde A. Schroeder, secretary; Thomas W. Brinkman,
treasurer; Ronald L. Mahan, chaplin; Michael Vaughn, warden; Roger A. Sherman and William T.
Caughlin, social; Martin J. Brown,
publicity; George D. Clawson, intramural*; Ralph J. Ilein, scholastic; Gary G. Mulder, song leader;
and James H. Oviatt, co-ordinator.
The pledge class of Zeta Beta
Tau elected James Richardson,
president; Aaron Schectman, vice
president and treasurer; William
M. Rosenthnl, secretary; Mark L.
Raisman, social chairman; and Robert L. Reynolds, stunt chairman.
When we need little bits of copy,
we fill up spaces with interesting
little bits of copy like this. Isn't
this interesting?

lights In Ihe progression of aviation developments from
too days ol Daedelus In Greek mythology to our »r.a*nt
day space pioneers. Actual "hardware" from each period
covered li displayed In glass domes In front of the exhibit

Verduin Visits Area High Schools
Staff members of the biology
department are visiting area high
schools this semester,
giving
speeches, demonstrations, and as.istuncc in the study of biology.
Tin- work is purt of the Visiting
Scientists Program presented by
the Ohio Academy of Science.
Purpose of the program is to
stimulate science interest in the
public, private, and parochial
schools of Ohio. This is done by
making professional scientists availablc to high schools, at no
cost.
Dr. Jacob Verduin, chairman of
tho biology department, recently
visited
Pandora-Gilboa
High
School, providing guidance and
counseling in the dissemination of
accurate,
up -to (late.
scientific
knowledge. He plans to visit Montlielier IIirrh School tomorrow and
Westwood High School Wednesday, March 22.
Only jtrofessional scientists and
educators of recognized compe

tence are selected for this program. They are selected on the basis of the excellence of the contribution they can make, and their
willingness to participate in the
lirogram, as well as the readiness
of their home institution to cooperate in the program. Visiting scientists are chosen by the program
steering committee, composed of
members of the Ohio Academy of
Science.

UAO Sponsors Series
On 'Gracious Living'
"Interior Decorating," the first
of a series on "Patterns in Gracious Living," will be presented at
7 p.m. today in the Pink Dogwood
Suite of the Union by Mrs. Farrar
Cobb, Union hostess.
The series is sponsored by the
social interest committee of the
Union Activities Organization.

ADo.a]L

^Officers
Decidedly not. In fact most executive jobs are on
the around. Of course, all officers may apply (or pilot
and navigator trsining if tltcy meet the eligibility
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
aircraft. And il is foreseeable ihsl in your working
lifrtime. there will be piloted spacecraft—piloted and
navigated by Air Force officers.
But right now. there is also a big future for collegetrained Air Force officers on the ground. New and1
exciting technics! jobs arc opening up. Important adminislrative positions must lie filled as World War II
officers move into retirement.
How can you—a college student—become an Air
Force officer? First, there's Air Force ROTC. Then
for college graduates, men and women in certsin
fields, there is Officer Training School. The grsduale
of its three-month course wins s commission as a second lieutenant. Other ways are the Nsvigslor Training program, and ihe Air Force Academy.
Some benefits that go with being an Air Force
officer. Starting salary plus allowances compare
wilh Ihe average in equivalent Chilian j'obs. Then
there's free medical and denial care. Ihirty-dsy vacation, the chance to win graduate degrees at Air
Force expense, and liberal relirement provisions.
No, Air Force officers do not need wings lo move
up. There's plenty doing on ihe ground. Perhaps you
could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask
your IIM.II Air Force Recruiter. Or write. Officer
Career Information, Dept. SC13, Box 7608,
Washington 4, D.C., if you Kant further informal lion about the navigaljor training or Officer
Training School programs.

U.S. Air Force
There's a place for
professional achievement on the
Aerospace Team
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Sophomore Men Get OK To Live
Off-Campus Beginning Next Fall
Dr. Elden T. Smith, dean of students, has announced that
approved off-campus housing will be available for sophomore men beginning next semester.
Previously, only junior and senior men were permitted to
live off campus, but the increased demand for admission to
the University is taxing residence halls to capacity.
All undergraduate women
and all freshmen men, except Placement Office Tips
those living at home, will continue to live in University residence .halls.
To help meet the housing need,
construction of a new 1,220-bed
women's residence center will begin in May, and architects are
working on plans for another
men's residence center.
Kohl Hall, which now houses
sophomore men, will be used by
women students in September.
The opening of eight new fraternity unit* in the 700-bed Men's
Residence Center now being completed
undoubtedly will
free
some of the approved rooms in
the Bowling Green community, Dr.
Smith said. It is hoped that more
rooms in the Bowling Green area
will be available as the citiiens
respond to the opportunity to
provide housing for students, he
continued.
Anyone wishing to inquire about the procedure for obtaining
approval of student rooms should
call James C. Grimm, director of
residence services, at extension
543.
No more than $25 may be spent
for the campaign of any candidate
for University elections.
The
Elections Board may, if it deems
necessary, make a candidate account for hia expenditures.

(j/1 Interview EtiqUCtte

Given For Seniors
Seniors participating in the University's placement program are
advised by James L. Galloway,
placement officer, to use the following interview procedure:
1. Register at the placement office, 315B Administration Bldg., on
Monday of the week preceding the
interview.
2. Pick up company and school
literature and read it before the
interview.
S. Dress appropriately.
4. Pick up a copy of interview
techniques in the placement office.
Students are welcome to take as
many interviews as they wish. The
more they take, the more opportunities there are available to them,
Mr. Galloway said.
If students desire counseling on
job interviews, they should contact
i In placement officer.
Interview schedules are posted
i mil week in the placement office,
on the campus bulletin boards, and
in the B-G News.
Credentials must be on file in
the placement office prior to interviews.
Students should keep the placement office informed of their status at the University.

if
1

1 W~

■y Pal Detwll.r

they underwent a class experiment in nonvocalization last semester.
During the two-hour experiment, the students, under the auspices of Dr. Melvin Hyman, assistant professor of speech, made
social contacts, such as buying
goods at a store, without the use
of verbal communication. They
were permitted to communicate
only by pad and pencil or gestures.
The obl»cliT» of the experiment
was tor the students to gain a better understanding ol the feelings,
attitudes, and bardshlpe of those
made speechless by paralysis of
the vocal cords, removal ol the
larynx, damage to the association
al fibers of the brain, or cerebral

University Bookstore
—In The Union

palsy. The students also were to
note the reactions of the so called
"normal" person toward the speechdeficient Individual
As a whole, the students acting
as mutes felt awkward, unsure,
conspicuous, nervous, and highly
frustrated. They were constantly
being made the center of attention
and the large amount of effort
needed in pad and pencil communication proved exhausting for
many of them.
"It was a frustrating experience
to be forbidden the use of a quick
and effectual method of communication," said Barbara G. Phillips.
During her two hours of silence,
Janet S. Newman said she felt
uneasy and unsure of herself.
Susan 1. Hlpeher said. "1 went
to a bakery and purchased some
cupcakes. The clerk was very short
with me at first, as If she thought
1 was some sort ol a iokester. but
then she seemed to eoften and plly
me. In the bakery there were other
people and they lust stood and star
ed al me. I felt very conspicuous
and self-conscious when this happened."
The 30 experimenters observed
(hat normal persons were sympathetic, kind, questioning, impatient, and pitious.
Rosemary A. Smet wrote a note
in a drug store asking for some
cigarettes. '"When the clerk read
my note he was rather 'quick' with
me, as if he didn't want to be
bothered, and hurried and gave the
cigarettes to me," she said.
"I went downtown to buy groceries," said Judith R. Smith.
"People thought I had laryngitis.
They advised every remedy from
seeing a doctor to drinking ice
water."
"The one thing which siood out
in my relationship with new acquaintances." said Arlin Saam.
"woe their Instant attention. They
became very alert and seemed to
make a special effort to be friendly

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. W«aUngtoa
Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
Call 30801
Tot BmfT niton

Alwcryn Ample
Fits* Pus Ling

Vincent Price Interprets Letters
Of Van Gogh Thursday Night

i

KITE KAPEHS—M«l Ball'i orchestra provtdod music for an all-campiu done*
Saturday nlqhl In Ihe ballroom. Kit*- w«ro u.*>d as dvcorationi, la kooplng with
Iho thorn-, "Kilo Kopon."

In The Realm Of Professors
Dr. Donald S. Longworth
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, chairman of the sociology department,
spoko to I-II Club advisers at a
banquet at the high school in New
Knoxvillc March 8. "The Right
Person For You" was the topic
of his speech.
Dr. Longworth will speak to the
business education students on the
topic "The Third Dimension of a
Job," at II a.m. Tuesday, March
21, in the Dogwood Suite of the
Union.
Dr. Baron D. Mubry
Dr. Bevars D. Mabry, assistant
professor of economics, appraised
the significance of the LandrumGriffin Act in an address to the

Class Spends Speechless 2 Hours
Frustrating silence, embarrassing stillness, and curious,
pitiable solitude—these were
the elements found in the
speechless world entered by
30 students of Speech 325 as

Tuesday, March 14, 1961

and to appear what they would
consider normal."
While shopping in a department
store, Janet M. Shepard said she
felt a saleslady seemed to pity
her. She noticed that the saleslady
actually never looked her in the
eye, except to ask questions.
Noting that different people
had varied reactions, Elizabeth A.
Krupp said, "One person talked
constantly, as if to make up for
my inability to talk."
At tunes, the students were amus
ed at the normal person's Immediate assumption that the "mute"
student also was deaf. Upon learnIng of the student's Inability to
speak, most people would talk
louder, use sign language, exaggerate lip movements, or revert to pad
and pencil communication.
In a dime store, a clerk smiled
sympathetically at Margaret M.
Dunn. Miss Dunn staled, "She attempted to say something and then
decided that I was deaf so she
stopped."
Charles C. Herrick said a laundry clerk, afraid that Herrick
might be deaf as well as mute, was
shocked and showed pity.
Concerning the experiment as a
whole. Mary Sue Mangano said.
"It was like waking up from a bad
dream and finding out It was lust
a dream."
After the students spent two
hours in a speechless world, Dr.
Hyman expressed the hope that the
students in Speech 325 had gained
some insight into the feelings and
problems of the people with whom
they are likely to be working in
clinics, hospitals, and, at times,
in schools.

Senior Violinist
Presents Recital
Louella J. Wolford, violinist, will
present her senior recital at 8:15
p.m., tomorrow in the recital auditorium, Hall of Music.
Miss Wolford will be accompanied by pianist Susan J. Brandon.
Works to be performed include
"Concerto in A Minor,'' by Bach;
"Sonatine in D Major," by Schubert; "La plus que Lente," by Debussy; and "Fiddle-Doodle-Ad," by
Rosa Lee Finney.
Miss Wolford is a student of
Paul Makara, instructor in music.
The recital is free of charge and
open to the public.

UAO Will Sponsor
Lost, Found Day
Tomorrow will be Lost and
Found Day, sponsored by the
Union Activities Organization.
All lost and found articles will
be displayed from 8 to 11:30 a.m.
in the Wayne Room of the Union.
For the remainder of the semester, lost articles will be displayed
in the old darkroom on the third
floor of the Union. The darkroom
will be open from 11 to 11:30 a.m.
and from 3:80 to 4:80 p.m., Monday* through Fridays.

Seneca County Managers Association in Tiffin, Feb. 20.
Dr. Mabry said the primary purpose of the address was to discuss the effects of this act on employers throughout industry. "But
not until the act has been contested in the United States Supreme Court can its true significance be appraised," said Dr. Mabry.
Prof. lease I. Currier
Prof. Jesse J. Currier, journalism department chairman, served
as one of the judges for the Wyoming Press Association newspaper
contest recently. Duplicate copies
of newspapers entered were mailed to Prof. Currier and the other
judges. After reaching a decision
each judge returned the papers to
the press association.
Dr. Frederic I. Masback
"Conrad's Jonahs," an article by
Dr. Frederic J. Masback, instructor in English, was published in
the Feb. 1 issue of College English.
The article considers Conrad's
various
reworkings of Jonah
thrown to the sea by his shipmates
as illustrating Conrad's deep concern with the solidarity of mankind.
Dr. John R. Davidson
Dr. John R. Davidson, assistant
to the dean of the College of Business Administration, recently attended a workshop convention in
Chicago. The theme was, "How to
Make Cooperative Advertising a
Cooperative Marketing Force." The
meeting attracted various manufacturers and media representatives.
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter
An article entitled, "Thomas
Hardy and the Old Masters," by
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, associate professor of English, has been
published in a Boston University
publication, Studies in English.
The article is an analysis of how
Thomas Hardy, a late-nineteenth
century English novelist, employed
the techniques of the Dutch realist painters in his writing.

"Dear Theo," interpretations of the letters of Vincent
Van Gogh to his brother Theo, will be presented by Vincent
Price at 8:15 p.m. Thursday in the ballroom.
Mr. Price is well known to motion picture and stage
audiences as an actor who can play both romantic and sinister
roles equally well. "Dear Theo" demonstrates his ability in
platform presentations.

"I Like What I Know," Mr.
Price's newest book about art,
will be on sale in the University
bookstore the day of his appearance on campus. At 3:30 p.m. he
will be in the bookstore to talk
with students and faculty members and to sign autographs.
Mr. Price, a Yale University
graduate who majored in art, has
traveled widely. After he was
graduated from Yale in 1933, he
studied fine art at London University. While working for a master's degree there, he spent a
great deal of time in the archives
of the British Museum.

eral contemporary American art-

**Mr. _.,
Price s

own preference in
acting, he admits, is for comedy.
"Still," he has said, "I'd never
turn down a villain role. They're
the most fun in the world to play."
Tickets for Mr. Price's presentation went on sale yesterday at
the information desk in the Union.
Student tickets are 25 cents; general reserved, $1; and reserved,
(1.75.

Rev. Sanders Speaks
To UCF Thursday

In London, he also weal to the
theater often to satisfy another art
istic Interest— the stage. One day.
he accepted the dare of an English odor and auditioned for a role
In the play "Chicago." He go)
Iho part.

The Rev. Robert Sanders assistant to the president of Princeton Theological Seminary, will
speak on "Trends in Theology and
Theological Education," at 2:30
p.m. Thursday at the UCF House.

After the first night's performance all thoughts of becoming an
art professor vanished and he
studied acting with the same concentration that he had spent earlier on academic subjects.

Prior to his speech, the Rev. Mr.
Sanders will schedule interviews
with students interested in theological education, from 0 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 2:16 p.m. Students
interested may sign up for interviews at the UCF House.

In December, 1935, Mr. Price
made his American debut in the
play "Victoria Regina," the same
play in which he recently had
scored a personal triumph on the
London stage. He became a Broadway star overnight.
Films la which Mr. Price hoe
appeared during his long career In
Hollywood Include: "The Tea Com
mandmenti." "House on Haunted
HID," "Circus." and "The Tlngler."
He also has made television ap
pearancee on the Alcoa Hoar. Play
house (0. and Lux Video Theatre.
Although he does not sketch
or paint, Mr. Price has gained recognition as a major art collector
and critic. He is a patron of sev-

The annual UCF spring retreat
is scheduled for Friday through
Saturday, April 7 through 9, at
the Yokefellow House in Defiance.
The theme of the retreat, "The
Chains That Bind Us," will center
upon Biblical understanding of the
Christian faith. Dr. Joseph Elmore,
professor of religion at Earlham
College, Richmond, Ind., will be
guest speaker.
The three-day week end will cost
$4.75 for room and board. The
group will leave for Defiance at
6 p.m. April 7, and return by noon
April 9.
For additional information students should go to the UCF House.

"Who

company

Dr. Benjamin Rosenberg
Tames Lauber
Dr. Benjamin Rosenberg, associote professor of psychology, and
James Lauber, graduate student in
psychology, have published a report of an experiment showing
that college students may improve
their scores on some psychological
tests when motivated by awareness of previous failure to perform well. It appeared in the Journal of General Psychology.
Dr. Robert D. Henderson
Dr. Robert D. Henderson, chairman of the department of business administration, recently addressed members of the Lima Area
Purchasing Agents Association, in
Lima.
Dr. Henderson .has been asked
to serve on a committee on Regional Divisions of the Academy of
Management. The academy is a
group composed of men in both
the business and academic areas
of management.
Dr. Jacob Cohen
Dr. Harmon R. Voekull
Dr. Leland 8. Van Scoyoc
Members of the staff of the
economics department recently
attended a meeting of the Association of Reserve City Bankers In
Cleveland. Dr. Jacob Cohen and
Dr. Harmon R. Voskuil, associate
professors of economics, and Dr.
Leland S. Van Scoyoc, chairman
of the economics department, attended.
Dr. Werner O. Frank
Dr. Werner G. Frank, assist
ant professor of accounting, attended a meeting of the Research
Review Commission of the American Accounting Association in Chicago recently. The commission includes professors from North Carolina, New York, Colorado, Illinois, and Ohio.

Some people can answer that question with the
greatest of ease—but a surprising number of
our own customers eoti'f.
Thousand* of people own the electric company. All kinds of people, people who invest
money in the company and help it grow to
■erve you better.
That makes it an independent business—
mot owned by the city, the state, or any kind
of government.
And that's one of the big reasons why you
can always be sure of having plenty of electricity, at a bargain price.

TOLEDO EDISON

